Requirement for CD100-CD72 interactions in fine-tuning of B-cell antigen receptor signaling and homeostatic maintenance of the B-cell compartment.
Co-receptors on the B-cell surface regulate B-cell antigen receptor (BCR) signaling; however, it remains unclear how BCR signals are coordinated to maintain immune homeostasis. CD72, a negative regulator of B-cell responses, has immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs within its cytoplasmic region, and the tyrosine phosphatase SHP-1 binds these sites. The natural ligand of CD72, CD100/Sema4D, belongs to the semaphorin family and induces the dissociation of SHP-1 from CD72, thereby switching off the negative signals of CD72. In the absence of CD100, BCR signals are significantly suppressed due to the constitutive association of SHP-1 with CD72, resulting in B-cell hyporesponsiveness. Here we show that CD100 regulates the sensitivity of the BCR by preventing the association of the CD72 with BCR, and this interaction is required for proper B-cell homeostasis. Consequently, as CD100-deficient mice age, they accumulate marginal zone B cells and develop high auto-antibody levels and autoimmunity. Collectively, our findings indicate that the strength of BCR signals is strictly tuned by the interaction of CD100 with CD72, and this interaction is essential for maintaining immunological homeostasis as well as generating a proper immune response.